DO WE HAVE SLOGANS (SLOW GUNS) AT TEEN CAMP?—NO!—WE HAVE
FAST GUNS!

Quips Composed by the Teens at the Mexico Teen Training Camp, July 1986

—Be wise, memorise!
—Please obey, get a verse today!
—Memorisation, a daily sensation!
—A verse a day keeps the doubts away!
—The primary purpose of memorisation is to keep you in touch with the Man of
Salvation!
—Memorise daily & review, then you can attack the Devil, instead of him attacking
you!
—Today is getting better but tomorrow could get worse, if we don't redeem the time &
memorise a verse.
—2Tim.2:2 is what we're all supposed to do!
—1Cor.11:1 is what we all should become!
—First memory, then review, then let it soak in through & through.
—Keep the Word in your heart, & your sword will stay sharp.
—When you're busy quoting the Word, the Devil's lies seem so absurd.
—The law of memory is repeat, & the Devil you'll defeat!
—With the Word in your heart, you won't fall apart!
—Memorise & grow in size!
—He who hides the Word away, lives to fight another day.
—Get your inspiration from daily memorisation!
—Every morning when you rise, take some time to memorise!
—To start the day, memorise & pray!
—The Devil cowards when you hide, Jesus' Words deep inside. And when you claim then,
Satan flees, knowing Jesus hears your pleas!
—Jesus, help me do my part, hiding Your Word deep in my heart. Then Jesus, help me to
obey, to take Your Love & give it away!
—First things first: Hide that verse!
—Memorise daily all you can, so soon you'll be a David's Mighty Man!
—To start the day out right, memorise, then Fight, Teens, Fight!
—For good concentration try memorisation!
—if you want your faith to grow in size, read the Word & memorise.
—if you're down in the pit, don't quit, learn the Word & the Devil will split!
—Search the Scriptures, pick a verse, learn it well & then rehearse.
—Learn the Word, yes, that's the way, to chase your blues & doubts away!
—with complications of personal relations, you tend to lose your concentration.
—Memorisation, you will find, will help you capture thoughts & mind.

—1Peter 2:2 is what you must apply to you, 'cause we are still newborn babes, who need
the Word to make us brave.
From the L.A. TTC!  

FASTGUNS! Illustrated by Jeremy

Sayings by Teens  
For Teens!

--Memorise & grow in size!

HMMA.

AH! THERE'S A GOOD ONE!

FAITH COMETH BY HEARING AND HEARING BY THE WORD OF GOD.

--Don't keep dazing, just keep praising!

--Search the Scriptures, pick a verse, learn it well & then rehearse.

--Redeem the time & you'll surely shine, but hurry up, we're running out of time!

"If any man love Me, He will keep My Words."
John 14:23

--The primary purpose of memorisation is to keep you in touch with the Man of Salvation!

--First memory, then review, then let it soak in through & through.
—When you're busy quoting the Word, the Devil's lies seem so absurd.

—With complications of personal relations, you tend to lose your concentration.

—1 Cor. 11:1 is what we all should become!

—To start the day, memorise & pray!

—2 Tim. 2:2 is what we're all supposed to do!

—First things first: Hide that verse!
—Looking for a way of escape?—Memorise
before it gets too late!

—To start the day out right, memorise,
then Fight, Teens, Fight!

MY PROTECTIVE SHIELD!
By Uncle Shaul

I claimed a verse this morning,
And I hid it deep inside;
Then the Devil started fighting,
Oh, he really, really tried
To trip me up, to knock me down,
To make me go his way.
Discourage, hinder, and oppress,
In short, to have my day.
"Get back, you cannot touch me,
For my protective shield
Are all those precious promises
With which my heart is filled!
Take that, you rat, get out of here!
Not one inch can you claim,
For I have hid God's promises,
And rebuke you in Jesus' Name!!"
So if you too will defeat the Foe,
And keep him far from thee,
Just claim that verse & then rehearse
From God's Word, joyfully!
Yes, start out early, hide it deep;
As soon as you open your eyes,
Grab your Memory Book & read!
Resist the Devil & memorise!